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abstract: Both source-sink theory and extensions of optimal foraging theory (“balanced dispersal” theory) address dispersal and population dynamics in landscapes where habitat patches vary in quality.
However, studying dispersal mechanisms empirically has proven difficult, and dispersal is rarely tied back to long-term spatial dynamics.
We used a manipulable laboratory system consisting of bacteria and
protozoa to investigate the ability of source-sink and optimal foraging
theories to explain both dispersal and emergent spatial dynamics.
Consistent with source-sink models and contrary to balanced dispersal models, there was a consistent net flux of protist individuals
from high to low resource patches. However, unlike the simplest
source-sink models, intermediate rates of dispersal led to highest
abundances in low resource patches. Side experiments found strong
density dependence in local population dynamics and differences in
average protist body size in high and low resource patches. Parameterization and analysis of a two-patch model showed that high migration from high to low resource patches could have depressed
population density in low resource patches, creating pseudosinks.
The movement of individuals and biomass from sources to sinks (a
form of ecosystem subsidy) resulted in the convergence of body size
and population densities in sources and sinks. Our results indicate
a need to carefully consider movement patterns and interaction with
local dynamics in potential source-sink systems.
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Habitat patches that vary in quality can cause population
dynamics to differ between patches (Pulliam 1988). In
such habitats, it has been difficult to predict patterns of
between-patch movement (Diffendorfer 1998). It can be
argued either that populations in better-quality patches
are more productive and should produce more emigrants
(Pulliam 1988) or, conversely, that optimally foraging individuals should leave good-quality habitats less frequently
than poor-quality habitats (Fretwell and Lucas 1970;
McPeek and Holt 1992). Tests of these opposing predictions have proven difficult because movement is infrequent
and occurs over large spatial scales (e.g., Ims and Yoccoz
1996). In fact, of 47 empirical population dynamic studies with “source” and “sink” in the title or as keywords,
only 13 (28%) contained any data on movement of organisms. Investigations of the ecological and evolutionary
consequences of movement have been forced to use parsimonious general functions for dispersal (e.g., densityindependent or density-dependent emigration). There is
a need for more detailed investigations of interpatch movement and its influence on population dynamics in heterogeneous habitats.
Short-term and long-term patterns of movement may
also differ because organisms may transport nutrients and
other materials between patches, creating a form of ecosystem “subsidy” (Polis et al. 1997; Stapp et al. 1999). In
the long term, such transport could change habitat quality,
potentially altering within-patch population dynamics and
subsequent patterns of between-patch dispersal. Despite
this potential, the literature on spatial population dynamics and transport of materials has remained largely separate
(see Nakano and Murakami 2001 for a notable exception).
Here, we investigate both interpatch movement within
generations and emergent spatial dynamics over hundreds
of generations in habitats of varying patch quality. We start
by briefly reviewing the relevant kinds of spatial dynamics.
Source-sink dynamics (Pulliam 1988) are the theoretical
framework that is most frequently used to consider population dynamics in patches of varying quality. In coupled
source-sink models, populations within patches are assumed to be at equilibrium, showing no net temporal
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change in population size. A source is a compartment
where births exceed deaths, giving a finite rate of increase
(l) greater than 1 and from which the excess individuals
produced each generation emigrate (Pulliam 1988). Conversely, in a sink, deaths exceed births (l ! 1), and the
population is prevented from declining by sufficiently regular arrival of immigrants from source populations. These
definitions are for absolute sources and sinks. Alternatively, we may define relative sources and sinks as both
having l 1 1 but with higher l values for relative sources
than relative sinks. In other systems, birth and death rates
may be density dependent. For example, immigration may
increase within-patch density and cause some otherwise
viable (l ≥ 1) populations to show density-dependent reductions in the finite growth rate, resulting in l ! 1. These
have been termed pseudosinks (Watkinson and Sutherland
1995). It is also possible that density dependence could
reduce l without causing l to fall below unity. The effect
of within-patch dynamics would be seen if dispersal were
to cease, which would cause absolute sink populations to
decline to extinction, relative sources and sinks to change
in abundance but remain viable, and pseudosinks to return
to viability. In all kinds of source-sink systems, predicting
spatial patterns of population abundance is difficult because patterns result from the interaction of habitat quality,
movement, and within-patch dynamics.
In the classic source-sink model (Pulliam 1988), all individuals that are in excess of the source’s carrying capacity
are assumed to emigrate from the source. Excess individuals have a greater survival rate in the sink than if they
remained in the source. Therefore, regional population size
(including both source and sink patches) is enhanced by
migration from the source to the sink and is largest when
source to sink dispersal rates are highest. By contrast, in
some source-sink models, intermediate dispersal rates produce the largest regional population size, since very high
migration rates can reduce the source below carrying capacity, resulting in a decline in population growth rate and
hence the regional population (Wootton and Bell 1992;
Doak 1995; Delibes et al. 2001).
Source-sink models usually assume simple formalisms
for net movement from sources to sinks. Either a constant
(density-independent) proportion of individuals emigrate
per generation (e.g., Howe et al. 1991) or a simple densitydependent function operates, such as emigration of all
offspring in excess of the source’s carrying capacity (e.g.,
Pulliam 1988). By contrast, optimal foraging models assume that individuals will distribute themselves to maximize their fitness (Fretwell and Lucas 1970). In patches
with different carrying capacities and a density-independent per capita rate of emigration, this is predicted to cause
emigration to evolve to become inversely proportional to
the carrying capacity of that patch (McPeek and Holt

1992). This “balanced dispersal” (McPeek and Holt 1992)
results in a balance in the number of individuals moving
in each direction, creating no net between-patch flux of
individuals. By contrast, source-sink models predict that
net movement of individuals is from a source to a sink
(Diffendorfer 1998).
The mechanisms of dispersal in real populations have
remained obscure because movement is difficult to quantify (Ims and Yoccoz 1996). Simple density-independent
models of individual movement behavior (correlated random walks) predict that dispersal rates for whole populations should be highly variable, making it difficult to test
for movement processes and the functional forms for dispersal (Cain 1991). Instead, in reviewing 28 cases in the
literature, Diffendorfer (1998) used simplified criteria to
distinguish source-sink models (unidirectional dispersal
and l ! 1) and balanced dispersal models (no net directionality to movement and low carrying capacities). Even
with these simplified criteria, there was insufficient evidence about the fit to these two models in all cases. Diffendorfer (1998) also did not consider pseudosinks, making assessments of source versus sink status unreliable
(Watkinson and Sutherland 1995).
Over time, all habitat patches vary in quality, and it is
possible that sources and sinks will undergo inversions,
where sources become sinks and vice versa (e.g., Pulliam
1996). There are a wide variety of reasons why inversions
might occur. First, source versus sink status may be dynamic; for example, habitat quality might change with
succession (Pulliam 1996) or degradation (Doak 1995), or
pseudosinks may be changed into sources by changes in
patch occupancy (Boughton 1999). Second, source-sink
inversions could result from evolution (Dias 1996). Adaptation to sink conditions might be hindered by gene
flow from sources, and temporal changes in the relative
frequency of source and sink populations (as local adaptation proceeds) may alter rates of gene flow to sink
habitats, thereby influencing the potential for source-sink
inversions (Dias 1996). Finally, sinks might be transformed
into sources by “subsidy” (Polis et al. 1997), which is when
a donor-controlled resource (prey, detritus, or nutrients)
is transported from one habitat to another, where it is
consumed; for example, salmon die after spawning, bringing large amounts of energy and nutrients to nutrientpoor headwater streams (reviewed by Polis et al. 1997). If
transported materials accumulate, subsidy could cause
source-sink inversions. Traditionally, subsidy involves
transport between different ecosystems (Polis et al. 1997),
whereas here we are interested in the effects of transport
among patches of different quality.
We investigated a manipulable laboratory microcosm
system consisting of decomposing seeds and nutrient medium that are consumed by bacteria, which in turn are
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consumed by a ciliated protist, Colpidium striatum Stokes.
This protist has a generation time of about 5 h (Holyoak
and Lawler 1996a) so that a large amount of information
about population dynamics can be obtained quickly. Conducting a study in microcosms allowed us to obtain information about long-term dynamics and net rates of
movement of individuals and biomass; such information
would be difficult to obtain in the field. We used this
system to ask two related questions: First, is there a net
movement of individuals from sources to sinks, or do
equal numbers of individuals move in both directions, as
predicted by models of balanced dispersal and optimal
foraging? Second, is there feedback between the movement
of C. striatum and long-term population dynamics? If so,
is this related to the movement of resources (a form of
subsidy), or is it a direct response to changes in local
population density?
We report a series of six experimental and modeling
studies. In the perturbation experiment, we assessed the
potential relevance of pseudosink theory. This experiment
used density perturbations and model fitting to quantify
density dependence in isolated local (patch) populations.
In the dispersal experiment, we measured rates of C. striatum dispersal. In the spatial dynamics experiment, we constructed microcosms with a patchy distribution of resources and three different levels of dispersal (fig. 1). To
obtain a record of spatial and temporal distribution, C.
striatum densities were sampled from each patch every 2
d for at least 36 d (166 C. striatum generations). To investigate the relevance of subsidy, we looked at changes
in C. striatum body size with resource levels and movement. We assessed the relevance of source-sink (and pseudosink) and balanced dispersal models using estimates of
net movement between patches; this involved using densities from the spatial dynamics experiment and per capita
movement rates from the dispersal experiment. Finally, we
used a model of spatial dynamics to ask whether the observed fluxes in individuals or biomass and potential
mechanisms of source-sink or pseudosink dynamics were
capable of causing the long-term dynamics observed in
the spatial dynamics experiment. Altogether, these analyses
uniquely synthesize the role of different branches of ecological theory for predicting movement and dynamics in
systems with patchy resources.

Study Organisms
Colpidium striatum is a free-swimming ciliated protozoan
that is commonly found in freshwater. When food is plentiful, ciliates have a fixed time between divisions, which is
the length of the cell cycle (biomass accumulation and
mitosis or meiosis; Finlay 1977). Colpidium striatum were

Figure 1: Treatments in the spatial dynamics experiment. Squares indicate
32-mL bottles, which are connected by tubes in some treatments. Solid
circles represent wheat seeds.

grown on a mixed flora of common freshwater bacteria,
Serratia marcescens Bizio, Enterobacter aerogenes Hormaeche and Edwards, and Bacillus subtilus var. niger (Ehrenberg) Cohn. All study organisms were obtained from Carolina Biological Supply (Burlington, N.C.). Nutrients were
supplied using wheat seeds and a dilute plant-based
medium.
Kaunzinger and Morin (1998) showed that C. striatum
reduced bacteria (S. marcescens) to a predictable and relatively constant abundance regardless of the strength of
the nutrient medium. Their result accords with the Monod
(1950) model where resources (in this case, bacteria) are
grazed down to an equilibrium level, R∗ (Tilman 1977,
1982). In the absence of dispersal and over long time
periods, densities of C. striatum should reflect nutrient
availability. A simple mechanism also links cell size with
changes in nutrient level: protists like C. striatum have a
cell cycle of a constant duration at a given temperature
(Finlay 1977), and a greater density of nutrients provides
more bacteria at equilibrium (Kaunzinger and Morin
1998), which should allow protists to become larger between divisions; manipulations of either liquid nutrient
concentrations or seeds confirm this expectation (M. Holyoak, unpublished data).
To initiate cultures, a dilute nutrient medium was made
by adding 0.1 g of crushed Protozoan Pellet (Carolina
Biological Supply) and 0.1 g of Herptivite multivitamin
powder (Rep-Cal Research Labs, Los Gatos, Calif.) to 1 L
of spring water, steam autoclaving, cooling, and then pouring off the supernatant into a sterile flask. A standardized
bacterial solution was made by adding 5 mL of a liquid
stock culture of the three bacterial species to 1 L of dilute
nutrient medium. After 24 h, 30 mL of bacterial solution
was placed into each of the 32-mL polypropylene bottles
(patches) with either zero (low resource patch) or four
(high resource patch) wheat seeds. Each bottle was inoculated with 0.5 mL of C. striatum to give approximately
15 cells/mL in every bottle. This culturing method was
used in all experiments.
In the dispersal experiment and the spatial dynamics
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experiment, there were three dispersal treatments (fig. 1):
no, low, or high dispersal. Distances between adjacent bottles were 7.2 cm and 12.2 cm, respectively, in high and
low dispersal microcosms. Of the 30 mL of solution placed
into each bottle, tubes contained 1.0 mL (3.3%) in high
dispersal microcosms and 1.51 mL (5%) in low dispersal
microcosms. Wall surface area inevitably differs between
high and low dispersal microcosms. However, C. striatum
feeds mainly in the water column and was not influenced
by wall area in previous experiments (Holyoak and Lawler
1996a, 1996b). In all experiments, sampling procedures
for C. striatum were similar to those of Holyoak (2000).
Perturbation Experiment: Testing for Density
Dependence in Local Populations
Methods
To ascertain the presence and strength of density dependence in local dynamics, we tested the fit of a densitydependent model to data from a perturbation experiment.
In the experiment, we perturbed Colpidium striatum populations above and below carrying capacity, counted protists (Nt) immediately after this perturbation, and counted
again after 12 h (Nt⫹1).
Colpidium striatum were raised in the manner described
above. After 6 d (approximately 24 generations), when the
local populations had reached carrying capacity, we performed the perturbations. The contents of each bottle were
poured into tubes and centrifuged for 7 min at 1,000 rpm.
The supernatant was pipetted back into the original bottle,
and some percentage of the C. striatum–rich centrifugate
was returned to the bottle: 0%, 25%, 50%, or 100% for
downward or no perturbations and 150%, 200%, 300%,
or 400% for upward perturbations. Extra populations were
raised and centrifuged to provide extra centrifugate for
upward perturbations. We performed three replicate perturbations of each percentage on each of 2 d. Samples
from each of these populations were counted immediately
after the perturbation and again after 12 h.
After preliminary analyses to select an appropriate population model, we assessed the fit of the Beverton and Holt
(1957) model to the data. The Beverton-Holt model is a
solution to the logistic model and can be thought of as
the logistic sampled in discrete time. Using a likelihood
approach, we jointly fit the zero-seed and four-seed perturbation data to compare models in which Ri, the maximum growth rate and/or ai, a parameter inversely related
to the carrying capacity, were allowed to vary by seed level,
i:
Ni, t⫹1 p

R i Ni, t
.
1 ⫹ a i Ni, t

(1)

The four models were log-transformed (to give
ln Ni, t⫹1 p ln R i ⫹ ln Ni, t ⫺ ln [1 ⫹ a i Ni, t]) and fit with
lognormal process error. We found the most parsimonious
model with likelihood ratio tests (LRT) for nested models
and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for nonnested
models (see Hilborn and Mangel 1997 for an introduction
to these methods; Burnham and Anderson 1998). Bootstrapping was used to generate confidence intervals for the
parameters.
Since population dynamics in the microcosms proceed
in continuous time, we estimated the strength of density
dependence in a form that is consistent with continuous
time dynamics. We did this by back transforming parameters from the Beverton-Holt model to those for the logistic equation, such that r p ln (R)/Dt and K p (R ⫺
1)/a, where Dt is 12 h in the perturbation experiment. The
strength of density dependence was defined as the change
in the per capita population growth rate caused by a unit
change in population size Nt; this is the slope (derivative)
of the per capita growth rate. The per capita growth rate
is 1/N dN/dt, and its derivative is ⫺r/K.
Results
Density dependence was present in local dynamics in both
zero- and four-seed bottles (fig. 2). The most parsimonious
model was one in which R took a single value but a varied
by seed level. This model fit significantly better than a model
with the same a and R for both seed levels (LRT, P p
.00008) and was more parsimonious than a model fitting
separate a’s and R’s for each seed level (LRT, P p .364).
The model that allowed only R to vary between seed levels
had a DAIC p 5.26, indicating less support for that model
compared to the most parsimonious model. Maximum likelihood parameters and bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the most parsimonious model were R p 1.60
(1.35, 2.00); a 0 p 0.00051 (0.00026, 0.00082); and a4 p
0.00024 (0.00014, 0.00036; fig. 2). Density dependence was
estimated to be stronger (strength is defined in “Methods”)
in zero-seed bottles (⫺r/K 0 p ⫺3.36 # 10⫺5 h⫺1 mL than
in four-seed bottles: ⫺r/K 4 p ⫺1.59 # 10⫺5 h⫺1 mL).
Dispersal Experiment
Methods
We measured dispersal rate as the proportion of Colpidium
striatum undergoing unidirectional movement from a bottle containing bacteria and C. striatum (the donor bottle)
to an adjacent bottle containing only bacteria (the receiving bottle). For both zero- and four-seed treatments, six
pairs of bottles were connected with short tubes and six
pairs with long tubes. We created a range of densities in
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Results
The C. striatum emigration rate from high dispersal (shorttube) bottles was on average 57% greater than from low
dispersal (long-tube) bottles, but this difference was not
statistically significant (tables 1, 2). In fact, no effects of
day (pblock), seed number, or dispersal treatments were
significant either as main effects or interactions (table 2).
The broad 95% confidence limits in table 1 indicate that
dispersal was enormously variable among replicates.
Tests for density dependence using regressions of
arcsine–square root–transformed proportions dispersing
revealed no evidence for density dependence at P ! .05.
Additionally, slopes indicated by T values in table 1 were
a mixture of positive and negative values, indicating that
there was no single mechanism for any undetected density
dependence. Power tests in table 1 are consistent with there
being weak power (0.09–0.21) to detect small effects
(R 2 p 0.02; Cohen 1988) but high power (0.63–0.998) for
detecting large effects (R 2 p 0.26; Cohen 1988). Given
that we conducted four independent or seven semiindependent tests (table 1), it is likely that density dependence in dispersal is either very weak (low R2 values) or
absent.
Spatial Dynamics Experiment
Methods

Figure 2: The fit of the most parsimonious Beverton and Holt (1957)
model to data from the perturbation experiment for bottles with zero
seeds (A) or four seeds (B). Solid lines show the fitted curves, and dashed
lines show bootstrapped 95% confidence limits. This model allows a to
vary between seed levels, while R remains the same for both seed levels.

the donor bottles for both zero- and four-seed populations
using centrifugation. Due to time constraints, the experiment was blocked across 3 d. The tube of each microcosm
was clamped off, and each donor population (after density
perturbation) was randomly assigned to a microcosm.
Each receiving bottle was filled with 30 mL of standardized
7-d-old bacterial solution with no seeds. The experiment
was initiated by releasing the clamp on the tube. After 2
h, C. striatum density was sampled in all bottles; this allowed calculation of both the initial C. striatum density
and the proportion dispersing per generation.

Three replicates of each of three types of microcosms were
constructed: no, low, or high dispersal (fig. 1). Microcosms
were assembled and sterilized with four wheat seeds in one
bottle and zero seeds in the other bottles. Each bottle was
filled with 30 mL of bacteria culture and inoculated with
Colpidium striatum 24 h later, using the procedures described above.
Starting 3 d later, samples were taken every 2 d for 36–40
d, depending on the treatment (fig. 3). Samples of 3 mL
were taken from individual bottles after tightening bottle
caps to create an air lock that minimized between-bottle
flow. Samples were replaced with fresh, sterile, dilute nutrient medium, which created a semicontinuous batch culture. All microcosms were kept at room temperature
(mean p 23⬚C, standard deviation p 0.7⬚C from 21 measurements). One of the high dispersal microcosms was
excluded from all analyses because of contamination with
fungi.
Statistical analyses only used 36 d, which were available
from all treatments. C. striatum would have reached equilibrium densities within the 72 h between setup and the
first sample (Holyoak and Lawler 1996a). Densities were
calculated from individual microcosm bottles with zero or
four seeds, and average densities were calculated from entire microcosms. Temporal trends in density were assessed
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Table 1: Results of dispersal experiment, regressions of arcsine (square root of proportion that dispersed) versus
ln (donor density/K) for particular seed- and tube-length treatments
% dispersing per
generation (∼5 h)
Seeds

Dispersal

0
0
4
4
0 or 4
0 or 4
0 or 4

Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low or high

n
17
18
18
17
35
35
70

a

Regression results
a

b

Mean (%)

95% CI

T

.214
.282
.156
.335
.183
.307
.241

.229–1.96
.162–2.14
.047–1.01
.205–2.58
.124–1.45
.172–2.31
.153–1.89

⫺2.11
1.60
⫺.51
⫺.19
⫺1.80
.92
⫺.38

Power

2

P

R

Small effect

Large effect

.052
.13
.61
.85
.081
.36
.70

.23
.14
.016
.0024
.089
.025
.002

.09
.09
.09
.09
.13
.13
.21

.63
.65
.65
.63
.92
.92
.998

Note: These values are percentages (e.g., .214% is a .00214 probability of dispersing). Power is the power to detect a small difference
(coefficient of determination, R2 p 0.02 ) or large difference (R2 p 0.26 ; Cohen 1988) with a of 0.05 performed using a post hoc
test in G∗Power Statistical Software. Additional regressions not in the table used ln (donor density) instead of ln (donor density/K);
however, this did not cause any regression to become significant at P ! .05.
a
Back transformed from arcsine–square root proportions and based on a generation time from Holyoak and Lawler (1996a).
b
df p n ⫺ 2.

using linear regression of ln (density ⫹ 1) against day number. The confidence measures on slopes and intercepts
from individual microcosms or bottles are unreliable because of temporal autocorrelation (e.g., Dennis and Taper
1994). This problem was avoided by using microcosms as
the unit of replication, so that microcosm means for slopes
and intercepts were used in statistical tests (and standard
errors of individual slopes or intercepts were ignored).
Parametric tests were used unless data were nonnormal or
variances were heterogeneous.
Results
Population declines are common in microcosms that are
not chemostats, and we see such declines in our results
(fig. 3). The slow release of nutrients from seeds and the
pulsed input of small amounts of nutrient medium are
not sufficient to balance population samples and losses
from respiration. However, the decline in population densities is slow relative to the C. striatum generation time.
Averaged across all patches within a microcosm, protist
densities declined more rapidly in no or high dispersal
microcosms than in low dispersal microcosms (fig. 3; table
3; using a median test because of heteroscedasticity,
x 22 p 6.34, P ! .05). Analysis of changes in densities within
individual bottles (patches) showed that densities in
patches without seeds declined more rapidly in microcosms with high or no dispersal than with low dispersal
(fig. 3; table 3; median test, x 22 p 6.21, P ! .05). However,
densities declined at a similar rate in bottles with four
seeds regardless of the level of dispersal (table 3; median
test, x 22 p 0.67, P ≈ .7).
Since both initial densities and rates of declines differed,
we also looked directly at time-averaged C. striatum den-

sities. Densities in entire microcosms were significantly
higher with low dispersal than with no or high dispersal
(fig. 4; one-way ANOVA on ln [density ⫹ 1]-transformed
values for microcosm averages, F p 45.9, df p 2, 5, P !
.001). Mean density was greater in low dispersal microcosms than in either no dispersal (P ! .001) or high dispersal microcosms (P ! .001), which did not differ significantly from each other (fig. 4). Comparisons of densities
in individual microcosm bottles suggested that this difference was due to zero-seed bottles and not four-seed
bottles; the average density in patches with zero seeds was
significantly higher with low dispersal than high or no
dispersal, whereas there were no significant differences in
mean density in four-seed bottles of different dispersal
treatments (fig. 4). Power tests indicated that the power
to detect a difference in mean densities with dispersal in
one-way ANOVAs was high (10.99) for the observed differences in means in zero-seed bottles but low (0.11) for
four-seed bottles.
The net effect of low dispersal rates was that average C.
Table 2: ANOVA from the dispersal experiment with arcsine
(square root of proportion that dispersed) as the dependent variable and day (1, 2, or 3), number of seeds (0 or 4), and dispersal
treatment (short or long tubes) as factors
Source

df

MS

F
⫺3

Day
2 1.628 # 10
1.89
Seeds
1 .002 # 10⫺3 2.47 # 10⫺3
Dispersal
1 1.203 # 10⫺3 1.40
Day#seeds
2 .186 # 10⫺3 .218
Day#dispersal
2 .091 # 10⫺3 .105
Seeds#dispersal
1 .250 # 10⫺3 .290
Day#seeds#dispersal 2 .384 # 10⫺3 .447
Error
58 .860 # 10⫺3
…

P
.160
.961
.242
.806
.900
.592
.642
…
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striatum densities in zero- and four-seed bottles became
more similar to each other (fig. 4). Without dispersal, C.
striatum density was ∼9.0 times greater with four seeds
than with no seeds compared to only 2.6 times with low
dispersal; this difference in ratios was significant in a
Mann-Whitney U-test (Z p 1.96, P ! .05, n p 6 microcosms). High dispersal produced differences in density between zero- and four-seed bottles of 11.1 times, which
were similar to the ratio with no dispersal (Z p 0.577,
P ≈ .6 in a Mann-Whitney U-test, n p 5 microcosms).
Body Size
Methods
On day 34 of the spatial dynamics experiment (day 30 for
low dispersal microcosms), we measured the volumes of
30 Colpidium striatum cells from the 3-mL samples. Measurements were made for every four-seed bottle and selected zero-seed bottles; we gained no further understanding by considering all zero-seed bottles. For low and high
dispersal microcosms, the selected zero-seed bottle was
adjacent to a four-seed bottle. For no dispersal microcosms, it was a randomly selected zero-seed bottle. Cells
were killed using Lugol’s iodine solution at a final concentration of 0.4%. This caused cell volumes to shrink by
∼13% relative to live cells, but small and large cells shrank
by similar amounts; uncorrected cell measurements were
used to calculate cell volumes.
Dark field illumination under a binocular microscope
at 15# magnification and a monochrome video image
analysis system (resolution 640 # 480 pixels) were used
to measure protist length (2 # a) and greatest width
(2 # b); pixel size was calibrated using a stage micrometer.
Following Hewett (1980), volumes of cells (v) were calculated using the formula for a prolate spheroid (an ellipse
rotated around the major axis), which is v p 4pab 2/3. We
used MANOVA to test the effect of dispersal on
ln (mean cell volume) from zero-seed and four-seed
bottles.
Results
After 30 d, C. striatum cells were larger in isolated bottles
with four seeds (mean p 4.83 # 10 4 mm3) than in bottles
with no seeds (mean p 1.37 # 10 4 mm3; fig. 5A). Dispersal increased mean cell volume in bottles without seeds
but decreased cell volume in bottles with four seeds (overall, Wilks’s l 6, 6 p 0.014, P ! .02; for zero-seed bottles
F p 16.1, df p 3, 4, P ! .01 and for four-seed bottles
F p 7.43, df p 3, 4, P ! .05). Mean cell volumes did not
differ (P p .5 and P p .8, respectively) between high and
low dispersal bottles with either zero or four seeds (fig.

Figure 3: Mean Colpidium striatum densities through time in microcosms
with no, low, or high dispersal. Solid squares indicate bottles with four
seeds, and open squares indicate bottles without seeds. Straight lines
indicate linear regressions of ln (1 ⫹ cells per mL) versus day number
using only days 2–36; solid lines for four-seed bottles and dashed lines
for zero-seed bottles. Each point is the average for bottles of a given type
with standard error bars coming from microcosm means (n p 3 for no
or low dispersal, n p 2 for high dispersal) that were first calculated
separately for each bottle type for each day within a microcosm.

5A). The effect of dispersal on cell volume was strong
enough that mean volumes also did not differ (P p .5)
between zero- and four-seed bottles in microcosms that
permitted dispersal (fig. 5A).
These dispersal effects were unlikely to have been directly caused by the mixing of small and large cells from
different bottles because the standard deviation of cell volumes showed no large increases with dispersal (fig. 5B).
The only differences were a large decrease in variability in
cell size in zero-seed bottles with low dispersal compared
to no dispersal and a small increase in variability with
dispersal in four-seed bottles (fig. 5B). Preliminary experiments also showed that cells rapidly changed in size
when moved between nutrient mediums of different con-
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centrations; large cells divided into a number of smaller
cells when placed in lower quality mediums and small cells
rapidly grew in average volume when placed in higher
quality mediums.

Estimates of Net Movement
Methods
Net movement of Colpidium striatum in the spatial dynamics experiment was estimated using the mean dispersal
rate from the dispersal experiment. Movement was calculated using fluxes in either individuals or protist biomass. Both measures assume that movement is density
independent (tables 1, 2). Let Ni, t be the number of C.
striatum in bottle i at time t (i p a, b, c, where bottle b
is adjacent to bottles a and c), and let pi be the proportion
of individuals leaving a bottle in the dispersal experiment
with the seed number and tube length corresponding to
bottle i. Each measure was calculated based on the density,
Ni, t, for three periods in the spatial dynamics experiment:
initial (t p 0), final (t p 36), and mean (t p 0–36). Net
individual migration M1 p Na, t pa ⫹ Nc, t pc ⫺ 2Nb, t pb is the
net number of individuals entering or leaving a patch per
generation. Net biomass movement M2 p Va, t Na, t pa ⫹
Vc, t Nc,t pc ⫺ 2Vb, t Nb, t pb is the absolute biomass of material
transported between patches per generation, where Vi, t is
the mean volume of protist cells for bottle i at time t.
“Initial” calculations used mean C. striatum cell volumes
from no dispersal microcosms, representing the condition
before dispersal could have acted. “Mean” and “final” conditions used cell volumes from dispersal treatments on day
34 of the spatial dynamics experiment (day 30 for low

Table 3: Results of linear regressions showing temporal
trends in ln (density ⫹ 1)
Dispersal
Microcosm average:
None
Low
High
Bottles with four seeds:
None
Low
High
Bottles with zero seeds:
None
Low
High

Intercept (SE)

Slope (SE)

7.07 (.15)
7.69 (.29)
7.43 (.48)

⫺.0631 (.009)
⫺.0346 (.008)
⫺.0816 (.029)

8.32 (.18)
8.23 (.01)
8.84 (.45)

⫺.0327 (.010)
⫺.0267 (.007)
⫺.0617 (.034)

6.59 (.17)
7.51 (.10)
6.96 (.49)

⫺.0680 (.009)
⫺.0373 (.003)
⫺.0882 (.027)

Note: For each bottle type, the table gives the mean values of the
intercept and slope from regressions conducted separately for each
bottle; intercept and slope values were first averaged within microcosms
and then, to avoid pseudoreplication, microcosm means were used to
calculate the values given. Microcosm average values were from a single
regression for the average ln (density ⫹ 1) series from each microcosm,
which were then averaged to give the value in the table. Standard errors
(SE) were calculated using microcosms as the unit of replication; therefore, n p 2 for high dispersal and n p 3 for low or no dispersal.

dispersal microcosms); this represented conditions after
dispersal had potentially altered protist cell volumes.

Results
Net individual migration, M1, was estimated in the spatial
dynamics experiment to show a net flow from four-seed
to zero-seed bottles in both low and high dispersal microcosms. This remained the case whether initial, mean,

Figure 4: Average Colpidium striatum densities from days 2–36 in bottles with zero seeds, four seeds, or the average from entire microcosms and
with no, low, or high dispersal. Error bars show standard errors. Bars with the same letters above them did not differ (at P ! .05 ) in least significant
difference tests. One-way ANOVAs with dispersal level as a factor gave F p 35.9 , df p 2, 5 , P p .001 for zero-seed bottles and F p 0.38, df p
2, 5, P p .70 for four-seed bottles.
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the dynamics in our experiment by connecting two patches
with Beverton-Holt dynamics over a range of dispersal
rates (mij):

RN0, t
RN4, t
⫹ m40
,
1 ⫹ a 0 N0, t
1 ⫹ a4N4, t

(2a)

RN4, t
RN0, t
⫹ m 04
,
1 ⫹ a4N4, t
1 ⫹ a 0 N0, t

(2b)

N0, t⫹1 p (1 ⫺ m 04)
N4, t⫹1 p (1 ⫺ m40)

Figure 5: A, Mean volumes (mm3) and, B, standard deviations (SD) of
ln (volume) of Colpidium striatum cells from bottles with either zero or
four seeds and different levels of dispersal on day 34 of the spatial dynamics experiment. Each bar is the average (and standard error) from
microcosm averages for each type of bottle (n p 3 microcosms for no
or low dispersal and n p 2 microcosms for high dispersal). Bars with
the same letters above them did not differ (at P ! .05) in least significant
difference tests.

or final C. striatum densities were used (fig. 6A). At the
start of the experiment, M1 was 2.8 times greater for high
dispersal microcosms than low dispersal, but this difference declined to 1.2 times by the end of the experiment
(fig. 6A) because of declines in density (fig. 3). Regardless
of the point in the experiment that calculations were made,
there was an estimated net loss of C. striatum biomass
(M2) from four-seed bottles with high or low dispersal
(fig. 6B). Like M1, differences in M2 between low and high
dispersal treatments also diminished through the experiment (fig. 6B) because of greater declines in cell densities
in high dispersal microcosms (fig. 3).
A Model of Spatial Dynamics
Methods
Using the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE’s) for R,
a0, and a4 from the perturbation experiment, we simulated

where Ni, t is population density in a bottle with i seeds at
time t, m04 is the per capita migration rate from bottles
with zero seeds to bottles with four seeds, and m40 is the
per capita migration rate from bottles with four seeds to
bottles with zero seeds; other parameters are as in equation
(1). The migration parameters were adjusted to a 12-h
time step to match the parameters from the perturbation
experiment. This is the same model as used by Watkinson
and Sutherland (1995). Simulations with two and four
patches (arranged as in the spatial dynamics experiment)
gave qualitatively similar results for our parameter values;
for ease of presentation, we present only the two-patch
model.
To incorporate the differences in body size between
zero- and four-seed bottles (fig. 5), we used the ratio of
cell volumes in bottles i and j (vi and vj) to adjust the
dispersal rates:

Ni, t⫹1 p (1 ⫺ mij)

vj
RNj, t
RNi, t
⫹ mji
.
1 ⫹ a i Ni, t
vi 1 ⫹ a j Nj, t

()

(3)

Since cells in four-seed, no dispersal bottles grew approximately three times larger than in zero-seed bottles, this
adjustment triples the dispersal rates from four- to zeroseed bottles and decreases to one-third the dispersal from
zero- to four-seed bottles. With this adjustment, the model
tracks the population in each bottle in terms of local biomass units (the local average size of cells, which is different
for different bottles) instead of direct individual counts.
We chose this formalism to better account for the possible
effects of nutrient movement by individual dispersal or
the differing reproductive potential of different-sized
individuals.
To account for observed declines in population density
over time, we further modified equation (3) by including
either exponential decline in carrying capacity (eq. [4a])
or in patch growth rate, l (eq. [4b]), transformed to discrete time:
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Figure 6: Two alternative measures of net movement per generation. Positive values indicate a net influx, and negative values indicate a net loss.
White bars represent zero-seed bottles in low dispersal microcosms; light gray, four-seed bottles in low dispersal microcosms; dark gray, zero-seed
bottles in high dispersal microcosms; and black, four-seed bottles in high dispersal microcosms. A, Total number of individuals moving, M1. B, Net
movement of Colpidium striatum biomass in mm3#107, M2. Calculations for zero-seed bottles used bottles that were adjacent to four-seed bottles.
Calculations were made for initial conditions (t p 0 d), final conditions (t p 36 d), and mean conditions (t p 0 to 36 d); in the latter case, Ni,t
was the average number of cells between days 0 and 36.

Ni, t⫹1 p (1 ⫺ mij)
⫹

vj
RNj, t
mji
,
vi 1 ⫹ a j e k jtNj, t

()

Ni, t⫹1 p (1 ⫺ mij)
⫹

RNi, t
1 ⫹ a ie k itNi, t

RNi, t ⫺k it
e
1 ⫹ a i Ni, t

vj
RNj, t
mji
e⫺k jt.
vi 1 ⫹ a j Nj, t

()

(4a)

(4b)

Using the MLEs of R, a0, and a4 (see perturbation experiment), we fit the decline parameters k0 or k4 in each of
these models to the zero-seed or four-seed no dispersal
dynamics from the spatial dynamics experiment. To find
the MLEs for k0 and k4, we used one-step-ahead predictions

and lognormally distributed process error; we bootstrapped confidence intervals for the MLE-selected model.
We simulated two-patch model dynamics using only
the basic model (eqq. [2a], [2b]), including body size
effects (eq. [3]), including only population decline (eqq.
[2a], [2b] plus exponential decline), or including both
body size effects and population decline (eqq. [4a], [4b]).
In all cases, we present the time-averaged densities from
zero- or four-seed patches for simulations of the same
duration as the spatial dynamics experiment. For simplicity, we present results for cases where per capita
movement rates were equal (m 04 p m40), which is consistent with the results of the dispersal experiment; considering asymmetric dispersal rates did not improve our
understanding of the problem. We also note that, as reported in the results for the spatial dynamics experiment,
we could make only weak inferences about long-term
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changes in average density with dispersal in four-seed
bottles because of low statistical power.
Results
The simple two-patch model (eqq. [2a], [2b]) with MLE
values for parameters resulted in stable population sizes.
Average population densities in the zero-seed bottle increase monotonically with dispersal rate (fig. 7A, solid line);
observed declines in population density with increasing
dispersal (fig. 4) were not predicted by the model. However, increasing the parameter differences between the
patches (a 0 p a 0 ⫹ 2ja0, a4 p a4 ⫺ 2ja4, where j is estimated from the bootstrapping in the perturbation experiment) resulted in zero-seed bottle densities being slightly
higher at intermediate dispersal rates (fig. 7A, dashed line).
Adjusting dispersal for differences in cell size has two
effects compared to equations (2a) and (2b): increasing
the size of the zero-seed average density and causing population densities in the zero-seed bottle to become greatest
at intermediate dispersal rates, m40 and m04 (fig. 7A, dotted
line). Increasing the differences between patches enhanced
this effect (fig. 7A, dashed-dotted line). However, dispersal
rates producing declines in zero-seed average density were
much greater than those in the dispersal experiment; the
relevant per capita rates of dispersal for interpreting figure
7 (with a 12-h time step to accord with the perturbation
experiment) are m low p 0.0044 and m high p 0.0074.
Population declines over the course of the experiment
were best fit by exponential decline in l (MLE: k 0 p
0.13 [95% confidence interval p 0.118–0.145], k 4 p
0.02 [0.012–0.030]). In the zero-seed bottles, exponential
decline in l was a better fit than exponential decline in
K (DAIC p 9.8); in the four-seed bottles, the fit was only
marginally better (DAIC p 1.7). Using exponential decline in K rather than l in the model had a similar qualitative effect.
Including population decline in l in the two-patch
model resulted in much lower population densities in both
zero- and four-seed bottles (fig. 7A, 7B, triangles). Furthermore, increases in migration rate then produced only
slight decreases in Colpidium striatum population density
at high migration rates in zero-seed bottles (and smaller
declines in densities in four-seed bottles; fig. 7A, 7B,
triangles).
Adding in both exponential decline in l and differences
in cell volume of dispersing individuals (fig. 7A, 7B,
squares) produced a similar pattern (but at lower density)
to adjusting for cell volume but not declines, that is, causing population densities in the zero-seed bottle to increase
then decrease with increasing dispersal rate. However, observed dispersal rates corresponding to increases in the
density in zero-seed bottles were still very low compared

to the dispersal need to cause peak densities in the model.
Adding in negative population trends and cell volumes
did, however, produce low average population densities.
Overall, accounting for differences in cell volume for
migrants between zero- and four-seed bottles did predict
the correct qualitative patterns of C. striatum density in
zero-seed bottles versus dispersal rate but only at dispersal
rates that were much greater than those seen in the dispersal experiment. Additionally, all migration caused declines in mean C. striatum density in four-seed bottles,
whereas no significant decline was seen in the spatial dynamics experiment (but power was weak). Absolute average densities of C. striatum in the spatial dynamics experiment were intermediate between the predictions of
models including cell volumes and with or without trends
in long-term dynamics (cf. fig. 4 with fig. 7).
Consistent with pseudosink dynamics, all models produced finite growth rates (l) in the zero-seed bottles that
were substantially below 1.0 when immigration was included in dynamics (fig. 7C).
Discussion
Our results broadly support the simplistic views of dispersal presented in source-sink models, with a net flux of
individuals from high resource to low resource patches
(e.g., Pulliam 1988; Howe et al. 1991). However, the emergent effects of movement on dynamics were complex. This
system does not fit the expected patterns of abundance in
source and sink systems. Pulliam (1988) constructed a
model where in a source population all individuals in excess of the carrying capacity dispersed to sink populations.
Pulliam’s (1988) model predicted that sink populations
would be larger when more individuals moved from
sources to sinks, which occurred when sources were more
productive. By contrast, we found that compared to isolated zero-seed patches without any immigration, zeroseed patches that were connected to four-seed patches by
short tubes (permitting substantial immigration; fig. 6A)
showed Colpidium striatum populations that were of similar size, and they declined just as fast (fig. 3; table 3).
Furthermore, the average population densities in zero-seed
patches were greater with low dispersal than with either
high dispersal or no dispersal (fig. 4). This pattern might
be explained by several alternative hypotheses: local adaptation, nutrient diffusion, strong density dependence in
zero-seed bottles creating pseudosinks, or a decline in the
number of emigrants from four-seed bottles.
Local adaptation cannot reasonably account for this pattern (fig. 4). Selection for more efficient resource use
should be equivalent in no, low, and high dispersal zeroseed bottles. Considering that gene flow slows local adaptation, no dispersal bottles should be best adapted to
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low resources and have higher population densities than
bottles with dispersal, contrary to our observation (fig. 4).
Nutrient diffusion is also an unlikely explanation for
the pattern of C. striatum densities (fig. 4). If nutrients
are diffusing through the microcosms, C. striatum should
reflect underlying nutrient distributions (based on observations in isolated bottles). For this to explain our pattern,
the nutrient levels in zero-seed bottles would have to be
higher in low dispersal bottles than in high or no dispersal
bottles. Since dissolved nutrients diffuse more quickly over
shorter distances, the nutrients (and, therefore, population
densities) should be higher in high dispersal bottles, contrary to our observation.
Since our populations declined over the course of the
experiment, there is an alternative nutrient diffusion explanation. Since resources in the four-seed bottles are finite, nutrient levels in the four-seed bottle should decrease

as they diffuse to zero-seed bottles. This would attenuate
the diffusion gradient between four- and zero-seed bottles
and result in a decrease over time in nutrients moving
from four- to zero-seed bottles; this effect should be more
pronounced in high dispersal microcosms than low dispersal microcosms. Three pieces of information lead us to
believe that this cannot explain the pattern we saw: first,
there was no significant difference in four-seed average
densities between low and high dispersal bottles as you
would expect if resources in the four-seed patches were
being depleted (fig. 4). Second, if there was a direct relationship between local resource availability and protist
density, we would expect total density to be conserved.
However, zero-seed bottles with low dispersal had a mean
of 704 C. striatum mL⫺1 more than with high dispersal,
which was not offset by the difference between four-seed
low and high dispersal bottles. The actual difference in

Figure 7: Simulated population densities versus symmetrical per capita dispersal rates (m04 p m40 ) in zero-seed (A) and four-seed (B) patches. C
is patch growth rate for zero-seed and four-seed patches (lines 11.0 are for the four-seed bottle and lines !1.0 are for the zero-seed bottles). The
legend in B is for all panels. The solid line is the two-patch Beverton-Holt model (eqq. [2a], [2b]). The dashed line is the two-patch model with
a larger difference between low and high resource patches (a0 p a0 ⫹ 2ja0 , a4 p a4 ⫺ 2ja4 ). The dotted line is the two-patch model adjusted for cell
size (eq. [3]). The dashed-dotted line is the two-patch model adjusted for cell size (eq. [3]) with the larger difference between resource patches
(a0 p a0 ⫹ 2ja0, a4 p a4 ⫺ 2ja4). The triangles indicate the two-patch model (eqq. [2a], [2b]) plus exponential decline in l (eq. [4b]). The squares
are the two-patch model adjusted for both cell size and exponential decline in l (eq. [4b]). In C, only the two-patch model (solid lines) and the
two-patch model adjusted for cell size (dashed lines) are plotted. From the dispersal experiment, the empirical dispersal rates were mlow p 0.0044
and mhigh p 0.0074.
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density in four-seed bottles was only 125 mL⫺1, which was
significantly smaller than if density were conserved (Student’s t 3 p 6.01, P ! .01). Third, there is no difference in
the rate of decline in four-seed bottles between high and
low dispersal patches as you might expect if resources in
the four-seed patches were being depleted more quickly
in the high dispersal bottles (fig. 3; table 3).
Strong density dependence in zero-seed bottles could
explain our pattern (fig. 4). If dispersal changes the zeroseed bottle into a pseudosink, then increasing dispersal
could result in a decline in zero-seed bottle densities. While
this is a plausible explanation, it cannot explain the pattern
we see given the parameter values in our microcosms (fig.
7A). Our simulation results indicate that the zero-seed
bottle does indeed become a pseudosink (l ! 1) over a
broad range of dispersal rates (fig. 7C); however, the effect
on l was not sufficiently strong to account for the observed
pattern of densities.
A decrease in the number of emigrants from four-seed
bottles could potentially explain the pattern (fig. 4). As
individuals emigrate from four-seed bottles, those remaining are released from local regulation and reproduce
at the maximum rate. Further increases in emigration
cause four-seed bottle densities to decline since local individuals cannot fully utilize local resources; this, in turn,
reduces the number of immigrants into zero-seed patches.
Watkinson and Sutherland (1995), using a model like ours,
demonstrate this but only for very high dispersal rates
(0.7). Doak (1995), using a density-independent sourcesink model, attributed the decline in total population
growth rate (including both good and bad patches) with
increasing movement rates to this cause. This result is not
dependent on density dependence in the zero-seed bottle:
simulations excluding density dependence in the zero-seed
bottle gave the same general results as those in figure 7A.
Using the maximum likelihood demographic rates that we
estimated from the perturbation experiment, the relationship between zero-seed bottle density and symmetrical dispersal rate is monotonically increasing (fig. 7A, solid line),
contrary to our observation in the zero-seed bottles. However, by taking cell sizes and/or population decline into
account, this explanation becomes plausible, but only at
dispersal rates much greater than those observed (fig. 7A).
Asymmetry in migration could account for the zeroseed pattern in figure 4. Though we found no difference
in the per capita dispersal rate between zero- and fourseed bottles (table 1), asymmetry in cell size between zeroand four-seed bottles results in an asymmetry of biomass
dispersal. A strong enough asymmetry (such that m40 is
higher than m04) can result in a hump-shaped relationship
between zero-seed bottle density and dispersal (fig. 7, dotted line). This kind of asymmetry in dispersal is akin to
the maladaptive habitat selection discussed by Delibes et

al. (2001). We accounted for cell size in a nonconservative
way (eq. [3]), using fixed size differences between zeroand four-seed bottles estimated from no dispersal bottles
(fig. 5). Despite this, including this difference in body size
is not enough to account for the empirical relationship
between zero-seed bottle density and dispersal rate (fig.
4).
Population decline in addition to asymmetry in migration could help explain our pattern (fig. 4). Increasing the
difference between high- and low-quality patches accentuates the hump-shaped relationship between zero-seed
bottle density and dispersal (fig. 7A, dashed and dotteddashed lines). In our system, exponential decline in growth
rate was faster in zero-seed bottles than in four-seed bottles; this corresponds to an increasing difference in patch
quality between zero- and four-seed bottles over time.
Based on parameters at the beginning of the experiment
and adjusting dispersal for biomass asymmetry, the relationship between zero-seed patch density and dispersal rate
is only slightly hump shaped (fig. 7A, dotted line); with
larger differences between zero- and four-seed patch parameters, this relationship becomes strongly hump shaped
(fig. 7, dashed-dotted line). However, the overall decline in
population size swamps the effect of this increasing deviation in demographic rates between zero- and four-seed
bottles (fig. 7, triangles and squares).
In our consideration of these alternative hypotheses, our
lack of information about microbial processes becomes
problematic. We have little data on the movement of resources both during protist dispersal and by diffusion,
potential feedbacks between within-patch protist population densities and resource levels for bacterial growth,
and release and recycling of nutrients by C. striatum and
bacteria. While we have found qualitative agreement between this simple model and our data, we do not find
quantitative agreement with our empirical results, even in
this simple system.
Dispersal in these microcosms did not fit the idea of
balanced dispersal (McPeek and Holt 1992) or optimal
foraging (Fretwell and Lucas 1970), which would predict
no net flux of individuals (or biomass) between high and
low resource patches. McPeek and Holt (1992) examined
a model with two patches with different carrying capacities. They showed that per capita emigration rates should
evolve to become inversely related to donor patch carrying
capacity, such that there was no net flux of individuals
between patches. However, this assumes that there is no
cost to movement, that individuals have perfect knowledge
of resource availability in different patches, and that the
timescale of movement is short relative to that of withinpatch dynamics. Violation of any of these assumptions
might explain the net flux of individuals observed here.
Our results can also contribute to knowledge about
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source-sink inversions. Existing studies have demonstrated
that changes in patch occupancy can cause sources to become sinks (Dias 1996; Boughton 1999). The observed
reduction in the difference in density between high and
low resource patches during our experiment is not as extreme as a source-sink inversion but is a related phenomenon. Increases in C. striatum cell volumes also indicated
that nutrient transportation was associated with this phenomenon. This could be an example of changes in relative
source and sink status through a form of subsidy—the
effect of transport of materials from one ecosystem (location) to another (Polis et al. 1997; Stapp et al. 1999).
In the present case, this is complicated because when protists moved between bottles, their feeding would be expected to release nutrients back into the solution, which
might then fuel bacterial population growth (Sambanis
and Fredrickson 1988; Jaworska et al. 1996; Thingstad et
al. 1999). Such feedbacks between nutrient release by grazers and the attraction of grazers to higher nutrient areas
were also identified by McNaughton et al. (1997) for mammalian herbivores in the Serengeti of Tanzania. Whether
there is a net long-term nutrient flux depends on the balance between rates of transport and consumption.
In conclusion, our results demonstrate that while
source-sink models predict net fluxes of individuals (e.g.,
Pulliam 1988; Howe et al. 1991), other aspects of dynamics
were not adequately explained by these models. Sourcesink, pseudosink, and balanced dispersal models were all
incapable of predicting the long-term dynamics in even
these relatively simple systems. The magnitude of the net
flow of individuals depended on the dispersal treatment
in the expected ways, but the responses of within-patch
populations to this dispersal were counterintuitive, with
lower densities in higher dispersal microcosms. Modeling
indicated that asymmetrical dispersal and/or increasing
differences between high and low resource patches could
account for this effect but not at the low observed rates
of dispersal. Furthermore, the flow of individuals did not
exactly predict the flow of biomass (fig. 6B), which also
depended on who moved (fig. 5). Interpatch movement
also changed the net state of individuals, measured through
body size. Further work is required to quantify and understand the complex feedbacks between movement and
within-patch dynamics.
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